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Abstract

Medical image interpretation using deep learn-
ing has shown promise but often requires ex-
tensive expert-annotated datasets. To re-
duce this annotation burden, we develop an
Image-Graph Contrastive Learning framework
that pairs chest X-rays with structured report
knowledge graphs automatically extracted from
radiology notes. Our approach uniquely en-
codes the disconnected graph components via a
relational graph convolution network and trans-
former attention. In experiments on the CheX-
pert dataset, this novel graph encoding strategy
enabled the framework to outperform existing
methods that use image-text contrastive learn-
ing in 1% linear evaluation and few-shot set-
tings, while achieving comparable performance
to radiologists. By exploiting unlabeled paired
images and text, our framework demonstrates
the potential of structured clinical insights to
enhance contrastive learning for medical im-
ages. This work points toward reducing de-
mands on medical experts for annotations, im-
proving diagnostic precision, and advancing pa-
tient care through robust medical image under-
standing.

1. Introduction

Medical image interpretation is essential for diag-
nosing and guiding treatment plans across a variety
of health conditions, including tasks like chest x-ray
analysis. Recent advances in deep learning have ex-
hibited remarkable capabilities in this domain, with
some models even matching or exceeding the perfor-
mance of medical experts (Abràmoff et al., 2016; Shih

et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020). However, these ad-
vances are tempered by a significant bottleneck: the
requirement for large, high-quality, labeled datasets
for training. The manual annotation process is labo-
rious and resource-consuming, often requiring exten-
sive clinician involvement to label hundreds of thou-
sands of images (De Fauw et al., 2018; Rajpurkar
et al., 2018, 2020b).

The ideal scenario would involve training robust
deep learning systems with far fewer labeled exam-
ples, thus reducing the annotation burden from hun-
dreds of thousands to just thousands of images. In-
novative methods such as transfer learning and self-
supervised techniques like contrastive learning have
shown promise in enabling more efficient training
with less labeled data (Irvin et al., 2019; Ke et al.,
2021; Chen et al., 2019b). Contrastive learning,
which distinguishes between similar and dissimilar
data pairs, has been successfully applied in medical
imaging to augment both image-only and image-text
approaches (Chen et al., 2020; Misra and Maaten,
2020; Radford et al., 2021).

While image-text contrastive learning that pairs
medical images with free-text radiology reports has
demonstrated particular promise in disease detection,
its performance remains sub-optimal due to the com-
plex and variable nature of radiology reports (Endo
et al., 2021).

To address these challenges, we introduce a
novel approach: Image-Graph Contrastive Learning
(IGCL). IGCL leverages structured knowledge graphs
representing radiology reports, as opposed to free-
text reports (Jain et al., 2021). This enables the
model to focus on key entities and relations, effec-
tively filtering out stylistic variations and thus facil-
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itating more uniform training. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time an image-graph pair-
ing technique has been proposed in this context.

Standard graph encoders proved inadequate for
handling medical report graphs with multiple discon-
nected components. To effectively encode these frag-
mented but critical pieces of information, we propose
a unique architecture combining a Relational Graph
Convolutional Network (RGCN) (Schlichtkrull et al.,
2018) and a transformer encoder (Vaswani et al.,
2017).

Our rigorous evaluations on tasks using the CheX-
pert dataset reveal that IGCL significantly outper-
forms existing contrastive pre-training approaches,
even when very limited labeled data are available.
These findings underscore the potential of IGCL to
substantially mitigate the need for manual annota-
tion, thereby advancing medical AI through struc-
tured knowledge graphs with broad implications for
real-world medical diagnosis and treatment planning.

2. Related Work

Contrastive Learning for medical images
Contrastive Learning for medical images is typically
classified into two categories. The prevalent approach
employs image-only techniques utilizing data aug-
mentation. Positive pairs consist of altered versions
of the same original image, while negative pairs in-
volve altered versions of distinct original images. This
methodology has demonstrated potential in chest X-
ray diagnosis (Sriram et al., 2021; Sowrirajan et al.,
2021). Alternatively, multiple-viewpoint methods
leverage multiple scans or samples from the same pa-
tient, employing these multiple views directly as pos-
itive pairs. Another avenue involves exploiting lim-
ited annotation to group images with the same label
in the embedding space, resulting in enhanced con-
trastive learning efficacy (Sellergren et al., 2022).

Image-text contrastive learning capitalizes on pairs
of medical images and corresponding natural lan-
guage medical reports to guide medical image rep-
resentation learning. These approaches tend to yield
superior medical image representations compared to
image-only methodologies (Endo et al., 2021; Huang
et al., 2021).

Contrastive Learning using graphs and images
Recent research (Pan et al., 2022) has explored the in-
corporation of graphs and images for contrastive-style
learning. However, the application and target task of

this approach differ fundamentally from IGCL. Pan
et al.’s work focuses on triplet loss, amalgamating im-
ages and text via triplets such as (Image, Relation,
Image), (Image, Relation, Text), and (Text, Relation,
Text) to enhance modality alignment rather than im-
proving image representations. Additionally, the pro-
posed technique does not directly translate to the
medical field due to crucial dissimilarities in graph
structure. Medical report knowledge graphs exhibit
non-complete connectivity, with most reports featur-
ing multiple disjointed components. Transferring in-
formation across these components for high-quality
encoding is a formidable task, one that conventional
graph encoders struggle with.

3. Methods

As illustrated in Figure 1, IGCL utilizes medical re-
port knowledge graphs created through combined en-
tity and relation extraction using information extrac-
tion models. Images are paired with their correspond-
ing graphs and passed through their respective en-
coders, trained to enhance similarity for true pairs
and reduce it for false pairs. The pre-trained image
encoder undergoes fine-tuning using limited labeled
data, making it ready for downstream tasks.

Contrastive Learning Our aim is to train IGCL
such that true image-graph pairs exhibit high cosine
similarity, while false pairs display low cosine similar-
ity. During training, we sample a batch of M input
pairs (Ii, Gi), where Ii signifies the i-th image, and
Gi corresponds to the knowledge graph. Utilizing the
image encoder and graph encoder, we generate subse-
quent encodings denoted as (ZIi , ZGi). Our training
objective encompasses two loss functions: Equation
1 illustrates the image-to-graph contrastive loss for
the i-th pair, and Equation 2 presents the graph-to-
image contrastive loss for the i-th pair. These two loss
functions are combined through simple averaging, re-
sulting in the loss formula for the training batch as
shown in Equation 3.

(Limage-graph)i = − log

exp
(

ZIi ·ZGi

|ZIi ||ZGi |

)
∑M

k=1
ZIi ·ZGk

|ZIi ||ZGk |

 (1)

(Lgraph-image)i = − log

exp
(

ZIi ·ZGi

|ZIi ||ZGi |

)
∑M

k=1
ZIk ·ZGi

|ZIk ||ZGi |

 (2)
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Target Labels

Pretrained
Image

Encoder

Atelectasis,
Consolidation,
Edema, etc.

Predicted Diagnosis

FineTuned
Image

Encoder
Cardiomegaly

Lungs______
ANAT-DP

low____
OBS-DP

volume_______
ANAT-DP

clear____
OBS-DP

modify

located at located at

pneumonia__________
OBS-DA

Cardiomediastinal

_______
OBS-DP

hilar pleural

contours

normal

_________________
ANAT-DP

_____
ANAT-DP

_______
ANAT-DP

________
ANAT-DP

modify
modify

modify

located at located at

located at

1. Lungs are low in volume, but clear.
2. Cardiomediastinal, hilar and pleural contours are normal.

3. No radiographic evidence of pneumonia.

1. Lungs are low in volume, but clear.
2. Cardiomediastinal, hilar and pleural contours are normal.

3. No radiographic evidence of pneumonia.

1. Lungs are low in volume, but clear.
2. Cardiomediastinal, hilar and pleural contours are normal.

3. No radiographic evidence of pneumonia.

1. Lungs are low in volume, but clear.
2. Cardiomediastinal, hilar and pleural contours are normal.

3. No radiographic evidence of pneumonia.

Graph
Encoder

Graph
Encoder

Chest X-Ray Images

Image and Graph Encodings are
aligned with each other.

Radiology Reports Knowledge Graph
Representations of Reports

a

b cChest X-Ray Images Chest X-Ray Image

Figure 1: a, Chest x-ray reports are converted to more structured knowledge graph representations. The
report knowledge graphs are then paired with their chest x-ray image counterparts and both sets
are encoded. The image encoder and graph encoder are trained such that positive pairs are similar,
while negative pairs are dissimilar. b, The image encoder is subsequently fine-tuned using a small
set of chest x-ray and diagnosis label pairs. c, The fine-tuned encoder is then ready to predict
diagnoses for unseen chest x-ray images.

L =
1

2M

M∑
i=1

(Limage-graph)i + (Lgraph-image)i (3)

Graph Encoder For the knowledge graph repre-
sentation of the i-th chest x-ray report Gi, we define
Gi as (Vi, Ei), with Vi and Ei representing the sets of
nodes and edges for Gi, respectively. Modern Graph
Neural Networks (GNNs) adopt a neighborhood ag-
gregation approach, where node representation is it-
eratively updated. The update rule is generally ex-
pressed by Equation 4.

For obtaining a graph encoding, we deploy a read-
out operation that combines the feature vectors of
all nodes in the graph G, as outlined in Equation
5. Our graph neural network employs the Relational
Graph Convolution Network (RGCN) for combin-
ing/aggregation layers [Schlichtkrull et al., 2018].

For Readout, we conducted experiments involv-
ing various pooling techniques, including mean pool-
ing, min pooling, max pooling, global counterparts,
and Global Attention pooling. Max pooling demon-
strated superior performance in generating graph-
level encodings, as corroborated by downstream task

performance. A fully connected projection head is
applied to the resulting encoding before it’s used to
train our image encoder via contrastive learning.

Aggregating Information Between Discon-
nected Components The RGCN module in the
graph encoder furnishes vector representations for
each node in the medical report graph. This outcome
enables robust encodings for each connected compo-
nent within the medical report graph. However, it
doesn’t facilitate the flow of information across dis-
tinct disconnected components that coexist within
a single medical report. The embeddings within
one component remain isolated from those in discon-
nected components. This limitation can pose chal-
lenges, as crucial insights for comprehending one con-
nected component might be ensconced within another
graph component.

To address the aggregation of information across
nodes in a disjointed graph, we propose leveraging an
attention mechanism through a transformer encoder.
This transformer encoder exhibits the ability to focus
on different segments of input data, thereby fostering
interactions among the assorted disconnected compo-
nents of the graph through multi-headed attention.
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This empowers our model to attain a clearer under-
standing of the dynamics within the knowledge graph
report.

Multi-head attention orchestrates the transforma-
tion of a matrix containing vector representations of
nodes, as delineated in equations 7-9 below. This
multi-head attention empowers the graph encoder to
regulate the amalgamation of information across seg-
ments of the medical knowledge graphs, ultimately
culminating in the creation of more intricate repre-
sentations. This, in turn, contributes to enhanced
performance on downstream tasks.

H(l+1) = concat[head1,head2,head3, ...] (4)

headi = Attention(H(l)WQ
i , H(l)WK

i , H(l)WV
i ) (5)

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax

(
KQT

√
dmodel

)
(6)

Here, Q, K, V are queries, keys, values, while
dmodel is a dimension of key.

Image Encoder Our image encoder utilizes a vi-
sion transformer. While earlier medical computer vi-
sion models primarily employed deep convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) like ResNet-50 [He et al.,
2016], recent work suggests that pretrained trans-
formers may yield more transferable learned repre-
sentations for medical image encodings (Zhou et al.,
2022; Endo et al., 2021). Across all image-graph con-
trastive learning experiments, we initiate with the
pretrained CLIP vision encoder.

4. Results

IGCL can leverage information about the rela-
tionship between observations to improve per-
formance. We utilize contrastive learning to en-
hance chest x-ray pathology classification with min-
imal labeled data. Our Image-Graph Contrastive
Learning (IGCL) model leverages paired chest x-ray
images and knowledge graph representations from the
RadGraph dataset. It predicts the correspondence
between x-rays and radiology report graphs, enhanc-
ing medical image representation quality through re-
lational structure. We evaluate IGCL’s medical im-
age representations using a linear probe on 1% of the
CheXpert pathology classification dataset.

IGCL exhibits performance on par with three
benchmark radiologists (Rajpurkar et al., 2020a)
across four out of the five selected CheXpert patholo-
gies. Comparing the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve of IGCL against the radiologist’s per-
formance in relation to the ground truth, we observe
that IGCL surpasses radiologists when its ROC curve
lies above the radiologist’s operating points. As de-
picted in Figure 2a, IGCL closely matches radiolo-
gist performance for all pathologies except Atelecta-
sis. Additionally, the Matthew’s Correlation Coeffi-
cient (MCC) shows no significant difference between
IGCL and any of the three benchmark radiologists,
as demonstrated by the overlapping error bars in Fig-
ure 2b. These findings collectively affirm IGCL’s ca-
pacity to achieve pathology classification proficiency
comparable to that of radiologists.

Furthermore, IGCL outperforms the state-of-the-
art medical image-text contrastive learning approach,
CXR-RePaiR-CLIP (Endo et al., 2021). IGCL
matches or exceeds CXR-RePaiR-CLIP’s perfor-
mance on four of the five chosen pathologies, with the
exception of Edema. Similarly, IGCL surpasses GLo-
RIA (Huang et al., 2021), another relevant image-text
contrastive learning method, with statistical signifi-
cance across all tasks except Edema. Notably, IGCL
attains an AUROC of at least 0.8 for all pathologies,
unlike CXR-RePaiR-CLIP, which falls below the 0.8
threshold for Atelectasis.

Moreover, the graph modality significantly con-
tributes to IGCL’s performance. In a 1% linear evalu-
ation context, IGCL outperforms all image-only con-
trastive learning methods (MedAug (Vu et al., 2021)
and MoCo-CXR (Sowrirajan et al., 2021)) and super-
vised learning methods (ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016)
and DenseNet-12 (Tan et al., 2018)) by over 0.1 AU-
ROC. Together, these results underscore the pivotal
role of the knowledge graph modality in augmenting
downstream model efficacy.

Attention is the optimal way to handle discon-
nected graphs We propose adopting attention as
a means to manage disconnected graph components
by facilitating information exchange. An alternative
approach to address this challenge would be to aug-
ment the graphs to establish connections between dis-
connected components. This would enable the use of
conventional graph encoders. Various augmentation
strategies can be employed. Initially, nodes can be
linked to a single placeholder node (referred to as
”dummy augmentation”). Alternatively, each node
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a

c

d

b

Figure 2: a, Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for downstream evaluation of IGCL on the
CheXpert dataset. The three points on each curve indicate the performance of three benchmark
radiologists. b, Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC) for IGCL compared with three bench-
mark radiologists. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. c, Comparison of IGCL with
benchmark models (CXR-RePaiR-CLIP and GLoRIA) trained via image-text contrastive learn-
ing, where models are evaluated by training a linear probe on 1% of the CheXpert dataset. d,
Comparison of IGCL with models pretrained via image-image contrastive learning (MedAug and
MoCo-CXR), traditional image supervised learning (DenseNet and ResNet), and supervised con-
trastive learning (SupCon).

can connect to component-specific meta nodes, ei-
ther forming dense interconnections (referred to as
”meta augmentation”) or linking to a primary node
(referred to as ”primary augmentation”). These ap-
proaches balance simplicity while preserving discon-
nected component structure. Added edges only con-
nect disjoint components without conveying relation
information, as indicated by their relation encodings
being the zero vector.

We compare our proposed graph encoder with
a standard RGCN encoder, incorporating each of
these augmentation strategies, and assess perfor-
mance without any augmentations to determine their
necessity.

Figure 3 presents the results. Attention yields the
best outcomes, significantly improving performance
compared to graph augmentations. Meta and pri-
mary augmentations perform similarly, with dummy
augmentation showing the lowest performance. This
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Figure 3: Comparison of Approaches to handle Dis-
connected Components.

suggests that augmentations preserving relationships
between connected components are more effective
for graph-level encoding tasks. The control sce-
nario, without augmentation, demonstrates the weak-
est performance, highlighting the distinct nature of
medical report knowledge graphs compared to tradi-
tional knowledge graphs.

Simplifying Graph Structure or Removing
Graphs impairs downstream performance.
We delve into the significance of different knowledge
graph components for learning high-quality medi-
cal image representations. Through ablation experi-
ments, we eliminate key elements from the knowledge
graph (illustrated in Figures 3a and 3b) to assess the
contributions of node text, node type, relation infor-
mation, and graph structure. We also evaluate the
importance of both local and global graph structure,
examining whether adequate representations can be
achieved with only relation triplets.

Model selections for each ablation are based on
their ability to incorporate the given information. For
instance, RotatE (Sun et al., 2019) is chosen for the
non-local graph structure ablation due to its effective
utilization of relation triplets. With the exception of
the no graph structure and no non-local graph struc-
ture models, we utilize a GCN graph encoder (Zhang
et al., 2019) as the base, as the ablated models do not
differentiate between various relation types. The no-
graph structure model encodes graphs as the mean
BERT embeddings of node text (Devlin et al., 2018).

The final model encodes graphs using the mean Ro-
tatE embeddings of relation triplets.

Figure 3c illustrates the results, showing that re-
moving any piece of information from the knowledge
graph leads to a significant reduction in downstream
task performance, causing the mean AUC to drop
from 0.864 to 0.819. The most pronounced decline oc-
curs when relation types are removed from the graph.
This information loss substantially outweighs the im-
pact of the chosen graph encoder. For instance, re-
placing the RGCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) network
with a GAT (Veličković et al., 2017) network in our
architecture yields similar performance, with RGCN
achieving a mean AUC of 0.863, and GAT achieving
a mean AUC of 0.862.

Image-graph contrastive learning demon-
strates superior label efficiency. Label effi-
ciency holds paramount importance in the medical
field due to the limited size of medical datasets and
the challenges of obtaining clinician annotations. To
evaluate label efficiency, we subject IGCL and base-
line models to few-shot settings: 5-shot, 10-shot, 20-
shot, and 50-shot. In these scenarios, a linear probe
is trained with only 5, 10, 20, or 50 images per la-
bel. For comparison, in the 1% linear evaluation, the
model trains on what is equivalent to 372-shot if all
labels had equal likelihood.

In the 5-shot setting, IGCL significantly outper-
forms all image-text and image-only baseline methods
in terms of mean AUROC. Figures 4a and 4b provide
an overview of these outcomes. Notably, IGCL sur-
passes CXR-RePaiR-CLIP (Endo et al., 2021), GLo-
RIA (Huang et al., 2021), and all image-only (He
et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2017; Vu et al., 2021;
Sowrirajan et al., 2021) methods by even wider mar-
gins compared to the 1% linear evaluation. This re-
sults in mean AUROC values 6% higher than image-
text methods and 18% higher than image-only meth-
ods. Thus, IGCL not only benefits from exploiting
the relationship between observations for enhanced
performance, but it also effectively harnesses labeled
data in few-shot settings. This is further empha-
sized by Figure 4c, demonstrating that 5-shot IGCL
significantly outperforms image-only baseline meth-
ods trained with 50-shot, nearly equating the per-
formance of image-only methods under linear eval-
uation. Consequently, IGCL demonstrates over 10
times greater label efficiency than image-only meth-
ods in few-shot settings.
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b

c

a

Figure 4: a, Ablation experimental setup. Each ablation removes information from the knowledge graph.
This subfigure visually indicates how each removal relates to previous ablations. b, Key com-
ponents of a radiology report knowledge graph evaluated via ablation. c, Results of the graph
ablation experiments.

These few-shot experiments also unveil the effec-
tiveness of synthesizing multiple models in limited-
data scenarios. Figures 4a, b, and c showcase av-
erages across 10 independently trained models for
each architecture. Ensembling these 10 models by
deriving the median consensus of predicted probabil-
ities leads to a statistically significant improvement
in IGCL model performance. Impressively, mean AU-
ROC improves by over 0.1 through ensembling, align-
ing the ensemble’s performance closely with the 1%
linear probe, as illustrated by the overlapping error
bars in Figure 4d. This underscores the efficacy of
ensembling multiple few-shot IGCL models, yielding
markedly improved disease diagnostic capabilities.

5. Discussion

This study highlights the effectiveness of knowledge
graphs in enhancing medical image embeddings. Our
approach is assessed through improved performance
in five downstream tasks. Furthermore, our re-

search explores the broader potential of knowledge
graph modality, illuminating optimal machine learn-
ing pipeline design for graph structure utilization.
Specifically, our innovative attention-based method
addresses the challenge of disconnected components
in radiology report knowledge graphs, a feature un-
common in traditional graph structures. This work
contributes in multiple ways: introducing a supe-
rior image-graph contrastive pretraining strategy and
proposing an efficient graph encoder for handling dis-
connected knowledge graphs.

IGCL outperforms image-text contrastive
learning methods by substantial margins. A
significant revelation is the superiority of image-
graph contrastive learning over state-of-the-art
image-text methods, both in 1% linear evaluation and
few-shot scenarios. IGCL consistently achieves sig-
nificantly higher mean AUROC values than the best-
performing baseline, CXR-RePaiR-CLIP, in both 1%
and 5-shot experiments. Especially in the 5-shot con-
text, IGCL surpasses all other baseline methods sig-
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a

c

b

d

Figure 5: a, Comparison of IGCL with models trained via image-text contrastive learning. Models are
evaluated by training a 5-shot linear probe on the CheXpert dataset. b, Comparison of IGCL with
models pre-trained via image only contrastive learning (MedAug and MoCo-CXR) and traditional
image supervised learning (DenseNet and ResNet). c, Comparison of IGCL performance across
5, 10, 20, and 50-shot CheXpert evaluation settings. d, Ensembles of 10 independently trained
5-shot IGCL models vs 1% linear probe.

nificantly, except for CXR-RePaiR-CLIP, which per-
forms similarly. This suggests that the graph modal-
ity’s guidance in learning image embeddings requires
fewer labeled examples for competitive performance
against image-text approaches, but this advantage di-
minishes as the number of available labels increases.

The fact that IGCL outperforms CXR-RePaiR-
CLIP is significant, given their substantial similarity.
Both models use contrastive pretraining on MIMIC-

CXR images with the same loss function and employ
identical vision transformer architectures for image
encoding. The key difference lies in the data used
for pretraining: CXR-RePaiR-CLIP uses raw radi-
ology reports, while IGCL uses auto-generated Rad-
Graph knowledge graphs from these reports. This
direct comparison highlights the advantage of using
knowledge graphs over textual reports during con-
trastive pretraining, leading to superior image em-
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beddings. This finding carries notable implications,
especially in the context of widely used image-text
contrastive learning models like CLIP (Radford et al.,
2021). Image-graph contrastive learning introduces
potential for positive enhancements in image-text
pretrained applications.

Radiology report knowledge graph learning
differs from traditional graph learning. A sig-
nificant contribution lies in our exploration of creat-
ing graph-level encodings for radiology report knowl-
edge graphs, which significantly differ in structure
and task nature compared to traditional graphs in
fields like chemistry and biology. Existing datasets
in such fields, including AIFB (Bloehdorn and Sure,
2007), MUTAG45 (Debnath et al., 1991), BGS (Ris-
toski et al., 2016), AM (De Boer et al., 2012),
and MD17 (Chmiela et al., 2017), mainly involve
large-scale graphs targeting entity classification or
link prediction tasks. Graph-level datasets such as
ALCHEMY (Chen et al., 2019a), ZINC (Chen et al.,
2019a), and QM9 (Ruddigkeit et al., 2012; Ramakr-
ishnan et al., 2014) center on molecular tasks, aiming
to predict key molecular properties from graph rep-
resentations. These tasks, focusing on the molecule
level, often involve graphs with single connected com-
ponents and no edge information. Notably, IGCL
stands out by working with numerous small, hetero-
geneous graphs for graph classification, comprising
multiple disconnected components.

Each component in the medical report knowl-
edge graph is crucial. Our ablation studies offer
valuable insights into each knowledge graph compo-
nent’s contributions to learning high-quality image
representations. Removing any component from the
knowledge graph significantly reduces performance in
downstream tasks. The most substantial decline oc-
curs when relation information is omitted, leading
to the loss of contextual information for connect-
ing nodes. Similarly, removing node text informa-
tion causes a noticeable performance drop, indicat-
ing that having access to report information enhances
performance, regardless of textual information order-
ing within radiology reports. The impact of removing
relational information is also evident; on average, its
absence leads to a reduction of performance.
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